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                     P R E S I D E N T ‘ S    M E S S A G E

Dear PPS Members –

We missed you, but we had a wonderful Fall Conference at
Allenberry.  Twenty of us attended and were dazzled by some
terrific extempore poetry writing at the workshops on
Dramatic Monologue and Spoon River poems.  NFSPS
contest winners presented their prize poems, many
attendees read the best examples of their recent work,
and Richard treated us to a dramatization of one of his
favorites.  Good food, good times, good poetry!  It can’t
be beat!  We hope you’ll join us this spring when PPS
will offer more opportunities for you to share your own
“thoughts that breathe, and words that burn” to quote
Thomas Green.

In the meantime, I encourage you all to enter your poetry in the 2014 PPS and
NFSPS Poetry Contests.  Don’t forget the inspiration of our national Senior
Division Manningham Poetry Trust Competition winners: Evelyn Bell (First
Honorable Mention) and Margaret Alvarez (First Prize), both from Folsom, PA.
Remember to follow the rules, then get creative.  It all comes down to the
subjective choice of the judge.  What may have been overlooked by one judge
will be the “crème de la crème “of another.  Keep trying!

Check out our website online at NFSPS.com which has been updated.
Remember that you may have to refresh or hit the F5 button on your computer
to get the latest update.  We are still waiting to hear from you regarding
suggestions for next year’s slate of officers and volunteers to step up to help
promote and publish Prize Poems and Pegasus.  Contact Susan Vernon, if you
have any interest in learning the ropes.  Don’t forget to send in your renewal for
membership to Treasurer, Wendy Bream, before November 30 to get a break
on entry fees for contests and receive your newsletters and poem books.  If you
would like to go green and receive them by email, contact Ann Gasser.

Welcome back to those who have responded, and welcome to the new
members just coming on board!

                                                          Susan Nelson Vernon, President
                                                          Pennsylvania Poetry Society, Inc.
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Premature Winter

snow fallen upon
leaves colorful tapestry
serpentine highway
slashed open
Eden’s shoulder
where young buck
lay slain by Cain

                          S.N.V.



WELCOME NEW MEMBERS.....

             A D D R E S S E S   F O R    P P S,  I N C.

 PPS Matters—Susan N. Vernon, President  Tel.717-422-5074
                           1108 Linn Drive,  Carlisle,  PA   17013
                                                     E-mail: snvernon@comcast.net

 Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
             114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                      E-mail: smiles524@comcast.net
Annual
Contest—Constance Trump, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-334-906
                 819 Long Lane, Gettysburg,  PA  17325
                                               E-mail:  c.a.trump@hotmail.com

PEGASUS Cont.—Marilyn Downing, Chair  Tel. 717-533-7097
                       137 Apple Lane.  Hershey,  PA  17033
                                    E-mail: mmdowning1@verizon.net
General
Corresp.—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848
                   801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                    E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

WINNING CONVENTION POEM

      T H E  S Y L V A N                                                             F A L L - W I N T E R  2 013-14
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         WATER TO A POET
                   —by Lynn Fetterolf

To a poet, words are the water of life.
We sprinkle some on our breakfast cereal
to shake the lethargy out of our sleepy minds,
then lunch on the few left over syllables
scattered around for inspiration.
We fill our blank sheets with
small sips, satisfying our thirst,
hoping for a finished piece of work.
We drink in the satisfaction
of a poem beginning to form.
Oh, how refreshing those
long draughts of words
that finally flow in a stream,
quenching the desiccation
of a day without inspiration
and a poem left unwritten.
How arid the day when those words
no longer flow to fill our need.

                    P P S   S T A F F

President - Susan N. Vernon

Immediate Past President -
                    Richard T. Lake

V. President - Vacant

Immediate Past V. President -
                    Lynn Fetterolf

Recording Secretary -
                  Constance Trump

Treasurer - Wendy Bream

Corres. Secretary - Ann Gasser

Historian - Toni Carey

Trustees:

(2016) Ann Copeland - Chair

(2020) DeAnna Spurlock

(2014) Catherine Hoffman

(2016) Walter Brandenburg
            Mark Starkweather

Membership Committee (to 2017)
  Nancy Kline - Chair
  Kara Valore
  Marilyn Downing

Pegasus Contest
  Marilyn Downing - Chair

Prize Poems Book- Ann Gasser

PPS Contest
Constance Trump - Chair

Endowments & Audit - Trustees

Temp. Sylvan Editor - Ann Gasser

Mailing - PPS Volunteers

PPS Webmaster -
           Billy Pennington

Victoria Stavish

Helen Kressman Taylor

Douglas Taylor

Janice Freytag

Sara Gipson

Brenda Miller

Jean H. Raynor

Bert Barnett

Ann B. Carlsen

Gail Denham



CHARACTER SKETCHES--If you have an interesting memory of a PPS member who has left us for the Great Beyond and
you would like to share it with our members in a future issue, please submit it to your editor. Here is a sample:

                                                    REMEMBERING DORMAN JOHN GRACE—”D J”  PPS President 1985 -1989   —by A. Gasser

MAN OF
GRACE 

    Dorman John Grace was born in Sayre,  PA, and in his long lifetime wore many hats—in his autobiography he said he was a teacher,
square dance fiddler, office clerk, farmer, newspaper reporter and columnist, automobile club manager, magazine editor, Chamber of
Commerce Secretary, manager of an insurance company group, and, together with his second wife, Hanny, who succeeded him in the
Presidency of PPS, Inc. was a travel agent from 1939 until shortly before his death in 2004.  By 1983 his

poems had won over 300 prizes,
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             TO WALK ON WATER

This stolen Sabbath morning
my beach cottage back door
beckons entrance to the open
ancient seaside cathedral of the universe.
My hitherto timid soul
takes courage
 in my unorthodox church of choice
wherein I am its sunrise congregation
of one.

My bare fakir feet,
disdaining thong sandals,
tromp backyard bee-laden lawn,
stir fireants' vindictive venom,
cross shore boulevard
solesearing asphalt coals in stride,
step gingerly on jagged gravel
of beach access,
uncut, unstung, unblistered,
and descend sanded sea wall stairs
to the endless shore.

I rise from my bed of nail-sharp
broken seashells, my skin intact,
Sands warm encouragement
dares my fakir feet to try
a Jesus walk on water.
Is it lack of faith in God,
or self or both
or Archimedes' Principle
that sinks my fakir feet?

Published in “Let There Be Starlight”

The midnight knock at my beach house door
spelled terror spilled over from T-V crime.
Through the slim grudging crack of the door
he said,

"May I borrow some matches? I am The Lord."
He showed me his driver's card which proved
his name was Lord. So I let him in.
"Most don't," he said. "They laugh at me,
but you believe I have come again,"

He was six-foot-six, some thirty years old.
had shoulderlength hair and a Christ-like beard,
wore patched modish levis split to the thighs.
The Lord was my neighbor across the street,
who practiced drums to the deafening roar
of stereo till stopped by police.
Just yesterday he strode the road,
sounding his ram's horn, pausing to drink
from a gallon glass jug. “Holy Water.” He said,

"I was killed in an army truck crash and reborn
The Son 0f God.  When I try to proclaim
God's word, the churches say I'm insane.
I have two disciples, counting you.
The other is Judas. I gave him some pot.
We smoked together and listened to God.
Judas turned informer and I'm on parole.

"I don't know how long I'll be staying here.
I have the Universe in charge,
may soon be flying off into space
to some other planet as God may direct.
I'll wave to you as I'm taking off.

"Can you lend me five dollars.
I'll pay you back when my veteran's
pension check comes in the first of the
month.  My wallet's lost, maybe in Tampa.
The aiport police said I was loitering till I
explained that I am The Lord,
the Son of God, and offered them
Holy Water to drink, told them the power
it gives to me to communicate with my
Father, God.

"I said I was meeting my fiancee,
an airline hostess due to arrive.
The officers asked what plane she was on.
I told them Texas, they said OK.
"I had flown with this hostess in ancient
days,  winging it over the Pyramids,
but in recent times we had been in touch
only by soul telepathy.

My fiancee in smart uniform
entered the waiting room.
Our glances met and I felt her love
flowing to me as she passed me by.

"I came home alone.  The Son of God
may never wed in the worldly sense
Can you spare me fIve till I get my check?"

No Doubting Thomas,  I gave him ten.
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His youthful feet wore clodhoppers to stride
the fresh-tilled fields, or climb the new mown hay.
With faithful team of horses he could guide
the wagon to the mow through fields that lay
beneath bright summer sun.  His brow would sweat
until dark rivulets ran down his face,
his dusty throat demanded to be wet.
His young mind flourished in this fertile place.
Like Pegasus pawed with impatient hoof,
he heard his muse and felt his wings unfold
until he broke through toil's restrictive roof
and soared poetic skies sunlit with gold.

  When tired feet no longer broke the clod,
  his hand still penned its praise to Muse and God.

The long years passed and many learned his name
as he became a poet to admire.
He garnered many honors, tasted fame,
his poems flowing with an inner fire.
And, as a mentor, he inspired those who
would learn Euterpe's secrets and create
the poems that would garner honors too--
achievements all of us could celebrate.
He wrote "Let there be starlight" when he'd pass
into that place from which no man returns--
that unknown place beyond the obscure glass,
where there are no more tears, no more concerns.

Beyond earth's ancient sphere,  its sparkling dome,
his “Starlight” surely guided DJ Home.

published in “From Coral Reefs to
                                             Moonrocks”

WITHOUT A DOUBT



      MOUNTAIN IMAGES
                 --by Jacqueline Moffett

What inner spirit calls us to visit
the mountain areas as leaves turn?
Thoughts of rejuvenation occur as
we breathe crisp air and follow the
trail through wet leaves,
their intense colors rapidly fading.

A film of brown earth covers short
purple wild flowers growing along
the roadside.

We continue walking at a rapid
pace, eager to reach the famous
Overlook.
The view is awe-inspiring,
my eyes shifting back and forth
over rugged terrain.

Mercy, my soul is filled with
delight!

A cumulus cloud-filled sky adds to
the beauty of the moment
A visit to the mountain on a sunny
October day is complete.
Tired from the long uphill climb,
we slowly work our way back
to the car.

M E M B E R S ‘  P O E T R Y  C H A L L E N G E—                           F A L L  -  W I N T E R   2 0 1 3

    NATURE'S PLAYGROUND

                     —by Marilyn Downing

Leaves, like rambunctious children
let out on a windy day,
chase at once in all directions--
then they regroup to play.

Remembering their days in the air,
the earthbound leaves try to fly.
Lifting, they swirl and fall again,
these orphans from the sky.

On tiptoes they scamper ahead
defying the reach of the rake,
then circle around the corner
to hide in a windy wake.

Leaves, like all the world's children,
show off their colorful hues.
What difference which tree spawned them?
Together, they're Nature's news.
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    THIS NOW THAT WAITS NOT
                   —by Byron Hoot

It came suddenly, the curl
of cool air not to be denied
marking, as Nature often does,
the beginning of the end of one
season and a new beginning
in that end.
      Of course, it’s only August.
Summer is far from over but
      the intimation
of what is to come
      has begun. . . .
Here and there
these days will arrive,
the gradual demarcation
turned to sudden proclamation:
One season over, another appears.

             INDIAN SUMMER
                 —by Robert Lynn Brown

When verdant leaves are tinted
with orange, gold, and red,
it warns that Summer's glories
hang but by a thread.

The season has a softness,
though its colors can be bright.
It's something of a buffer
t'ween Summer's glare and Winter's bite.

Some call this Indian Summer.
(No one quite remembers why.)
But it's that time when all of Nature
seems to pause and breathe a sigh.

The summer takes a curtain call
The fallen leaves upon the ground
are harbingers of frost, withal,
and warns that we are winter bound.

            PASSAGES IN TIME
                      —by Maureen Applegate
                                     (a sonnet)

The goslings flap their wings and start to fly
while verdant green to brilliant gold gives way.
Intoxicating sunsets fill the sky
and change becomes the mantra for the day.
My birds now shed the colors of their pride
as silos fill with bounty for the young.
As corn shocks guard the empty countryside
the fertile fields will sleep. Their work is done.
I search for peace in passages of time
and mark the ever dwindling of the light.
The empty nest speaks softly as a mime
that soon my eyes will focus on the night.
Those treasures in the heavens grow more clear
as every passing day completes the year.

               SEASON OF CONTENTMENT
                     —by Prabha Nayak Prabhu

Salubrious weather
thanks to the Equinox.
With children back at school
return of much needed equanimity
to deal with new chores.
Leaves in varied hues
fly, dance, swirl
to the giddy beat of the wind
before forming a carpet
on the ground.
The aroma of apples suffuses
produce aisles in supermarkets.
Pumpkins, those versatile gourds
are reminders of tasks
that lie ahead.
Preoccupation with ghosts and witches,
costumes and candy
is followed by a period of reflection,
giving thanks for bounties received
and feasting.             IT COMES ONCE A YEAR

                            —by Carol Dee Meeks

Since summer smiles its last goodbye, we note
a stillness shift as floras fall to sleep.
The leaves from trees, as colored carpet bloat,
from season rains and reap a scenic heap.

The children play a game of hide and seek,
then Grandma serves a piece of pumpkin pie.
Hot chocolate spills, runs down our face and cheek
on hayride spin, beneath the starry sky.

A coyote howls. The children scream in fear,
and Grandpa heads the tractor back toward home.
Down path he takes, we see a herd of deer;
he promises next season we’ll see Rome.

 The Challenge for
this issue was to
write a “Fall” or
“Autumn” poem of
20 lines or less with-
out using the words
“Fall” or “Autumn”.

      OCTOBER PREDICTION

                  —by Louisa Godissart McQuillen

Pumpkins and cornstalks,
brightly colored falling leaves,
frosty nights and crispy days . . .

All give assurance that we can look forward
to the pleasures of a gentle October.



Example:

  MIGRATION AT HAWK MOUNTAIN

Above the vastness of the mountain range
across a pebbled strip of azure sky,
birds fly in regimental rows,
braving currents of prevailing winds.
Courageous bird hearts beat in unison,
cadence matching the flap of their ceaseless wings.
Downdrafts are a minor nuisance,
downpours more sinister.
Each individual uses
every ounce of his or her strength,
flapping ever
forward,
glistening in sunlght,
glowing in moonlight,
higher on the updrafts,
holding their own
in gusts that ruffle feathers,
in whatever event Mother Nature decrees.
Just a flock of birds migrating,  but seeing them is a
joy.
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MYSTERY OF CHANGE
                   —by Charlotte Ann Zuzak

The pastels of summer now age and mature,
as Nature dons her tiara of red and gold leaves.
She creates her setting with an azure sky
covering the falling leaves as frost and dew
warn of ice and snow.
Creatures not seen during the start of the year
come forth as specters, goblins and witches,
hiding in the fields now devoid of crops.
Corn shocks and gourds combine with pumpkins
to add to the stage set of mystery and color.
Apples await the making of cider, the drink of choice
after evening hayrides.
The harvest moon lights the night, a heavy orange orb
of eerie, bold radiance.

   For our next
     challenge, try some
     “Alphabet Soup”

Deadline for next challenge is:

        RECEIVED AND IN-HAND  BY JANUARY 1, 2014

e-mail (in body of message—no attachments)—

to aubadeg@verizon.net

or snail-mail to:                              (you need only one copy)

                                Ann Gasser

                                801 Spruce Street,

                                West Reading, PA  19611-1448

   BOOKS BY PPS MEMBERS:

           Megan Eden’s  poetry chapbook, The Girl Who Came Back, has been released by Red Bird Chapbooks
and information can be found Online at: http://www.redbirdchapbooks.com/chapbooks.hml

           Barbara Blanks is one of six women who call themselves “The Brown Bag Poets” and have recently had a
book published with the title “The Earth Still Turns.”  It is described as “an eclectic collection of world views by six
women who write of the joys, doubts, mysteries, humor, and grief encountered in life—and of the courage and
strength that help us survive.”  Information is available at:
http://www.lulu.com/shop/brown-bag-poets/the-earth-still-turns/paperback/product-21139240.html

           Inge Logenburg Kyler has just finished a book for Arcadia Publishing for their history series called
"Holt/Delhi Township."  It is available in bookstores.

           Louisa Godissart McQuillen’s new book ‘Above the Evergreens” is a handsome collection of poems she
has written about “raptors” with accompanying photographs. To purchase, contact her at: 525 Decatur St.,
Phillipsburg,  PA 16866-2609 or E-mail lzm4@psu.edu

          Ann Gasser has a new printing of “Awakening The Poet Within ” E-mail aubadeg@verizon.net to order.
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Write a poem of 20 lines or less,  with the first
letter of Line 1  the same as the first letter in line
2, the first letter of Line 3  the same as the first
letter in line 4,  etc, and  continue the first letter of
each line in alphabetical order to the end of the
poem. You need not start with “a,”  you can start
with any letter as long as you proceed alphabet-
ically using the same letter to start each two lines
in succession.



  Lucille is also the first winner of the Robert D. Ray Iowa SHARES Humanitarian Award  presented Oct. 15th at a banquet
attended by 600 people.  Here is part of her poignant poem that is read every year at the international World Food Prize
Laureate Award Ceremony:

PPS members won 39 of 78 possible prizes
                                          in the 2013 Massachusetts Poetry Day Contest:

   (Number of category listed first, followed by rank of award—1st-01, 2nd-02, or 3rd-03)

Barbara Blanks,  Garland,  TX                  02-01, 06-02, 13-02, 18-03
Ann Gasser,        W. Rdg. PA                  01-01, 03-01, 04-01, 10-01,11-02, 21-01
Jerri Hardesty,    Brierfield, AL                  08-03, 10-02, 11-03,13-01,17-03, 23-01
Mark Hudson        Evanston, IL                  09-03, 18-01
Jacqueline Moffett, Pittsford,  NY           14-01
Catherine Moran,  Little Rock, AR           02-02, 03-02, 05-03, 06-01, 08-02, 15-01, 16-03, 21-02, 25-02
Lucille Morgan Wilson, DesMoines, IA  05-01, 10-03, 12-01,15-03, 17-02,19-02, 24-01
Anne Pierre Spangler, Lebanon, PA  19-03
Dalene Stull,  Danville,  OH                   02-03, 16-02, 23-03

         THESE PPS MEMBERS WERE WINNERS IN THE INDIANA CONTEST:

BARBARA  BLANKS
GAIL DENHAM
MEG  EDEN
JANICE  FREYTAG
ANN  GASSER
JERRI  HARDESTY
RICHARD T. LAKE
CAROL DEE MEEKS
CATHERINE MORAN
JEANI M. PICKLESIMER
DALENE  STULL
JEAN  SYED
LORETTA  D. WALKER

LUCILLE MORGAN WILSON

6.
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WINS BY PPS MEMBERS....
An Apology:   Lucille Morgan Wilson’s wins were
inadvertently cut off in formatting our last SYLVAN.  Lucille not only
won 5th HM in Category #28 of the NFSPS Contest, she won 2nd
place in the 2013 NFSPS Convention poems.

“In Any Language”

 In any language
 hunger is an ugly word
 There is no music in hunger
 The rumble of empty stomachs
 The monotonous whine of a child wasted with disease
 The moan of the mother whose baby lies bloated and still in her arms
 Hunger is the listless den of apathy
 Bread of weakness
 The faded brown and grey of dead leaves after autumn has ebbed.

8-2, 9-3, 11-5, 25-2
7-2, 10-5
1-4,  21-5
2-6, 10-7
7-7, 20-2, 24-1,25-6, 27-5, 29-2
2-5, 5-5, 9-5, 10-4, 11-7, 13-4, 14-1, 16-6, 17-1, 19-6
3-7, 11-6, 13-6, 27-3, 29-4
15-7, 16-3, 19-1, 20-3
11-1, 17-6, 25-5, 26-1
8-5, 10-2, 17-5, 18-3, 19-3, 20-5, 21-6, 26-2, 27-6, 29-7
14-5, 23-5
2-7
17-2, 28-4
12-5, 18-1, 20-1, 23-4, 26-6
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   “SELLING” YOUR POEM TO A JUDGE

Whether writing poetry comes easy for you,  or whether you find it a difficult but rewarding craft,  at
one point or another,  you will probably wonder what other people think of your poems,  and you will try to
get them noticed by entering them in contests,  reading them to others,  or by publishing them in books.
As you get into sharing your poetry with others,  most poets want to grow in their writing,  and look for
ways to improve their poems to be competitive.  Maybe you would like to win more awards,  or maybe you
would like your work to be recognized by other poets,  or perhaps you would just like to "grow" for your
own satisfaction.

           What is the first thing to consider when you are trying to sell something?  Think about it.

It does not matter how great the quality of the product,  if no one notices it,  it may sit on the shelf
for a long time.  When a manufacturer comes up with a new product,  his first priority is to get the public to
notice it.  How does he go about getting the attention of the buying public?  Most likely he will hire an
advertising firm to suggest ways to get the product noticed.  They may advise him to package the new
item so it will stand out from other products of the same type.  In addition to making the packaging attract
attention,  they would probably ask him what unique features his product has-- they would play up the
features his new product has that competing products do not have.  Then they will advertise these
qualities and this will sell the new product.

This principle applies to nearly everything in our culture including ourselves and our poetry.  We
must sell it to judges or to our readers by making it more than ordinary.  To have our poetry chosen over
competing poems,  it must have something extra.  It must be “Extra-ordinary.”  There was a time we could
do this by using the best and most unusual imagery, rhythm, and vocabulary in our poetry.  Today we
have additional competition from “contemporary” poetry taught by today’s academics.  A PPS member
sent in an item by Kay Ryan with her explanation as to what is going on in today’s poetry:

           "While writing a poem the hot wire of thought welds together strange chunks of this and
that. It can't completely combine the disparate elements and make a new element of them, but it
can loosen the edges of mutually disinterested materials enough to bond them so a serial lumpy
going on is achieved, crude emergency bridges, made, say of brush and old doors, just barely
enough to get the thought across before the furious townspeople show up. Because thought is
stole, (sic) of course, ripped out of a case and carried in a sack, anything nearby is pressed into
service to forward the thought."

            Yes,  I guess that would explain why so much contemporary poetry makes me feel like I am sorting
through garbage in a dump, trying to find something to salvage.  But then again,  it is a perfect match for
much of the content on TV.  We can be grateful for poets who still write with a modicum of lucidity.

The bottom line seems to be:  if we are to be successful in contesting we need to write ALL styles
of poetry ranging from traditional formal styles to the contemporary “anything goes” because we never
know what a judge will prefer.  Let your special “energy” shine through whatever you write, and hope you
will be lucky—if not this time,  try again!

SPRING 2014 PPS MEETING....   At the October Meeting the Gettysburg chapter
volunteered to host the spring 2014 PPS meeting.

7.
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A REMINDER....
IS YOUR NAME LISTED
                HERE?....

if your name is not listed,  your dues were not paid when SYLVAN
was printed..  November 30th is the deadline to be a PPS member
for the current fiscal year and receive member benefits.

Maureen Applegate

Pamela Barney

Bert Barnett

Isobel Beaston

Barbara Blanks

Elizabeth Bodien

Walter Brandenberg

Janet Burgents

Lois A. Burr

Joan Campbell

Toni Carey

Ann B. Carlsen

Carol Clark

Steven G. Concert

Jeannette Cropper

Louisa G. McQuillen

Carol Dee Meeks

Marie Louise Meyers

Brenda Miller

Jacqueline Moffett

Catherine Moran

Marilyn Marsh Noll

Jeani Picklesimer

Sandra Polvinale

Prabha Prabhu

Jean H. Raynor

Susanna Roma

Dr. M.P.A. Sheaffer

Anne Pierre
              Spangler

DeAnna Spurlock

Eileen D’Angelo

Linda Darkes

Gail Denham

Doris DiSavino

Marilyn Downing

Meg Eden

Lynn Fetterolf

Janice Freytag

Jason Fritz

Ann Gasser

Niki Gionta

Sara Gipson

Rosemary Goodwin

Catherine A.
             Hoffman

  CARLISLE POETS WORKSHOP REPORT....

There are currently12 members with 2 more expected to join this fall.  Officers of CPW are:
    Susan Vernon - President. / Bill Vernon - Treasurer / Pam Barney – Secretary

The chapter has been meeting at the Bosler Library on the second Sat. of the month with
    approximately 10 -11 meetings per year.  The meeting schedule has been changed so poetry workshop,
    poem challenges, and critique are first,  followed by the business meeting.  We are a library sponsored
    group which gives us additional publicity from the library.

            Members participated in the library’s new Coffeehouse in September which has open mike
    for poetry and other written work with music entertainment by local musicians. The chapter had a table at
    The Harvest of the Arts on Sept. 28th and handed out brochures and postcards containing information on
    Carlisle Poets Workshop.

            The group is planning to participate in Carlisle’s First Night Celebration on New Years Eve where
    poetry and music alternate throughout the evening.  This year will be a new venue at the library.

            Carlisle Poets plan to develop an anthology of members’ poetry in 2014.
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Victoria Stavish

Shirley S. Stevens

Douglas Taylor

Helen Kressman Taylor

Mildred Taylor

Mary R. Teitch

Constance A. Trump

Geri Ventura

Susan Nelson Vernon

William W. Vernon

Marilyn Vondereiden

Loretta D. Walker

Carolyn L. Williams

Lucille Morgan Wilson

Colleen M.
              Yarusavage

Virginia M. York

Charlotte Ann Zuzak

Marsha R, Hood

Byron Hoot

Mark Hudson

Imogene Hunt

E.Jean Kishbaugh

Nancy Henry Kline

Sandra Ann
             Kolinofsky

Inge Logenburg
             Kyler

Richard T. Lake

Janet Lohr

Dory R. Maguire

Emiliano Martin

Bette J. McClelland

Philip P. McDonald

IMPORTANT....Please  make sure PPS has your correct E-mail
address so you do not miss out on our E-communications!


